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Abstract 

In this note, we discuss limit behavior for fully nonlinear diffusion of power type 
in one space dimension. It turns out that, as the exponent tends to infinity, the 
solution converges locally uniformly to a unique limit function that is independent 
of the time variable. We rescale the time variable to characterize the limit as a 
unique viscosity solution of a fully nonlinear singular parabolic equation with jump 
discontinuity. Such asymptotic behavior is closely related to applications in math 
models of image denoising and collapsing sandpiles. 

1 Introduction 

This note is a simplified presentation of our work on large exponent behavior for power 

curvature flow [12, 10]. Although some parts of our results apply to the Euclidean space 

of general dimensions, in this paper we restrict ourselves in one space dimension so as to 

give a clearer view of the topic. Moreover, we choose to consider a heat-type problem 

rather than a general parabolic operator so that we can better clarify our basic idea. 

The equation we are concerned with is as follows: 

(PH) {附-luxxla-lUxx = 0 

u(・, 0) = uo 

in政 x(0,oo), 

in股，

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where a > 0 is a given exponent and u0 is a given Lipschitz initial value. (Below we denote 

by c0嘔） the class of k times differentiable functions with k-th derivatives Lipschitz 

continuous.) We are interested in the limit behavior of the unique solution of Un of (PH) 

as a→ 00. 
In addition to the Lipschitz continuity, we need to further assume that uo has small 

second derivatives near space infinity, that is, uo E C 0,1 b (股）， where

叩（罠）={ f E c0,1 (JR) : there exist入E(0, 1) and a bounded open 

Kc良 suchthat —入 :S f xx :S入inthe viscosity sense in股＼叶・

Our main result is as follows. 

(1.3) 
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Theorem 1.1 (Large exponent behavior). Assume that uo E C炉（股）. Let Ua be the 

unique solution of (PH). Then there exists U00 E Cf'1 (股） such that ua(x, t)→ 四 (x)

locally uniformly for all (x, t) E恥 x(O,oo) as a→ 00. 

This result amounts to saying that the large exponent limit does not depend on t 

and an initial layer forms in this limit process. When u0 E C1,1(民） n cf,1 (股）， thelarge 

exponent limit U00 can be characterized via a layer analysis as follows. Let 

Lo= max{ll(uo)xxllL=偉）， l}.

We can rescale the solution Ua of (PH) by choosing arbitrarily 

1 
O<T<-

L。
and setting 

t°' 
Ua(x, t) = Ua (x, -) for (x, t) E股 x[r, oo). 

a 

Then it is not difficult to verify that Ua is the unique solution of 

Ut -ltUxxla-l Uxェ=0 in罠 X (7,oo) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

with the initial condition 

Ua(x,T) =Ua (x,f). 

We can show that the large exponent limit U00 exists and can be determined by 

(1.8) 

Ucxo(x) = d鷹広(x,1) forxE民．

Letting a→ 0 in (1. 7)-(1.8) formally gives rise to the following fully nonlinear parabolic 
equation 

防=F(t, Uxx) in股 X (T, oo) 

with 

U(・, T) = uo in民，

where F: (0, oo) x民 → 股 isdefined to be 

)
、
‘
,
＇
’
/
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F(t,z)~l~(z)/l 

-oo 

if lzl < 1/t, 
if lzl = 1/t, 

if z > l/t, 

if z < -l/t. 

(1.11) 

When u0 is of class C1・1, it turns out that, as a→ oo, 広 doesconverge to the unique 

continuous solution U of (1. 9)-(1.10) locally uniformly in罠 x[T, 1] and ua(x, t) converges 

to U00(x) = U(x, 1) for all (x, t) E股 X (0, oo) 
The main difficulty lies at the uniqueness issue for the limit problem (1.9)-(1.10), 

since the operator F is highly singular and does not fit into the classical viscosity solution 

theory [7]. We use the notion of envelope viscosity solutions and establish a comparison 

principle for this problem. However, we need to assume that the second derivative of uo 
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is small near space infinity so that Ua hardly evolves outside a compact set. It essentially 

gives us an extra boundary condition for the limit of Ua and facilitates our analysis. Once 

the comparison principle for (1.9) is established, the convergence of Ua then follows the 

standard Barles-Perthame procedure [4]. 

We remark that our results can be used as an alternative approach to study a model 

describing collapsing sand piles [3, 8]. Also, large exponent asymptotics for a more general 

class of equations than (1.1), especially the power curvature flow, has applications in 

image processing [2, 1, 13, 5]. We refer the reader to [12, 10] for more details on these 

applications. It is also an important topic to investigate the limit behavior as a→ 0, 
which was discussed in [6, 11]. 
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2 The Power-type Diffusion in One Dimension 

Let us quickly review the wellposedness of (PH). Using the theory of viscosity solutions 

[7], one can show that for every fixed a > 0 there exists a unique viscosity solution 

Ua EC(股x[O, oo)) of (PH) satisfying the following growth condition: for any T > 0 there 

exists Cr > 0 such that 

加(x,t)I::; Cr(l + lxl) for all (x, t) E股 x[0,T]. 

In particular, the following comparison result holds. 

Theorem 2.1 (Comparison principle for power-type heat equation). Fix゚：：：：： l. Suppose 

that u E USC(恥 x[O, oo)) and v E LSC(罠 x[O, oo)) are respectively a locally bounded 

subsolution and a locally bounded supersolution of (1.1). Assume that either u(・,O) or 

v(・, 0) is Lipschitz in股.Assume in addition that for any T > 0 there exists Cr > 0 such 

that 

lu(x, t)I + lv(x, t)IさCr(l+ lxl) for all (x, t) E艮 x[0,T]. 

If u(x, 0) ::; v(x, 0) in民， then

u(x, t)さv(x,t) for all (x, t) E賊 x[O, oo). 

We refer the reader to [10, Appendix A] for a complete proof of this result and detailed 

discussion on the existence of solutions of (PH) by Perron's method. 

Moreover, we have the following result on the Lipschitz preserving property. 

Lemma 2.2 (Lipschitz regularity preserving property). Assume that uo E C゚，1(股）. Let 
Ua be the unique viscosity solution of (PH) for every a > 0. Then ua(・, t) is Lipschitz in 

股 forany t :::=: .゚Moreover, 

ll(ua)x(・, t)IIL00ぼ） ::; II (uo)x IIL00(股）

holds for any t :::=: 〇．

The proof is based on comparison between Ua and a translation of Ua in space. 
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3 Large exponent behavior 

We next discuss the large exponent behavior for (PH) with u0 E cf•1 (良） defined in (1.3). 

Our method is based on a rescaling technique described in Section 1. 

3.1 Rescaled evolution 

We assume that uo E C炉（屈） n c1,1(股） and recall Lo, T as given in (1.4) and (1.5). We 

also recall the function Ua given by (1.6), which solves (1. 7)-(1.8). 

Let us rigorously study the behavior of Ua, which is supposed to be related to (1.9)-

(1.10), where F is given in (1.11). We start with a definition of viscosity solutions to the 
2, 土

limit equation. We recall in [7] the notion of semijets P2, 士u(xo,to) and P u(xo, to) at a 

given point (xo, to). 

Definition 3.1 (Definition of viscosity solutions). Let O be an open subset of股X(0, oo). 

A locally bounded upper semicontinuous (resp., lower semicontinuous) function U : 0→ 股
is called a subsolution (resp., supersolution) of 

Ut = F(t, Uxx) in 0 (3.1) 

with F given by (1.11) if 

z~-l/to, and r,::::; 0 if -1/to::::; z < l/to. 

(resp., z:::; 1/t0, and r, ~0 if -1/to < z:::; 1/t。.)
-2,+ 

） 
-2-

holds for any (r,,p, z) E P u(xo, to) (resp., (T,P, z E P'u(xo, to)). A locally bounded 

function u is a solution if it is both a subsolution and a supersolution. 

It is equivalent to use the test functions instead of the semijets to define solutions 

as above. We next give a comparison principle for the Cauchy problem (1.9)-(1.10). A 

comparison principle for more general equations of the same type can be found in [10, 

Theorem 4.1]. 

Theorem 3.2 (Comparison principle). FixT > 0 and T > T. Suppose that u E USC(瞑 X

[T, Tl) and v E LSC(恥 x[T, Tl) are bounded and respectively a subsolution and a superso-

lution of (3.1) with F given by (1.11) and O =股 x(T, T). Assume that u(・, t) and v(・, t) 

are Lipschitz continuous in股 uniformlyfor all T~0. Assume in addition that there 

exists an open bounded subset I c瞑 suchthat u ::; v holds in (恥＼エ） x [T, T). If u ::; v in 

股 x{T}, then u::; v in股 X [T,T). 

Proof. Assume by contradiction that u -v > 0 somewhere in恥 x[T, oo). Then there exist 

a > 0 small such that 
〇―

(x, t)→ u(x, t) -v(x, t) -
T-t 

attains a positive value in股 x[T, T), which implies that 

a 
sup u(x, t) -v(x, t)ー 2".μ 

(x,y,t)E即 x[O,T) T-t 
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for someμ> 0, since uさVin(恥¥I) x [T, T). For any E: > 0, set 

<I>(x, y, t) = u(x, t) -v(y, t) - -
(x -y)2 O" 

2r:: T-t 

The Lipschitz continuity of u(・, t) and v(・, t) implies that there exists L > 0 such that 

lu(x, t) -u(y, t)I ::; Llx -YI, lv(x, t) -v(y, t)I ::; Llx -YI 

for all x,y E艮.Using again the fact that u ::; v in (股¥I) x [T, T), we have 

u(x, t) -v(y, t)~Llx -YI + sup (lul + lvl) 
工X[T,T]

for all x,y E股 andt E [T, T]. It follows that <I? is bounded from above; suppose that 

sup <I?=μc; ・
即 X[T,T)

(3.2) 

It is clear thatμ0 >μ. The supremum can actually be attained. Indeed, for any fixed 

f: > 0, suppose that there exists a maximizing sequence (xm, y加％）€ 配 x[T, T) with 
m > 0 large such that 

1 
<I>(xm, Ym, tm)~ μc; --. 

m 

In light of the boundedness of u -v, we may use the relation 

2a 1 2 
叫 m,tm) -v(ym, tm) - -- > 

(xm -Ym) 

T-tm m - 2c 

together with (3.2) to deduce that 

lxm-Y叫::;Ccう

(3.3) 

for some C > 0 independent of c and m. Suppose that Xm, Ym E恥¥I. Then we have 

<I>(xm, Ym, tm)'.S u(xm, tm) -v(ym, tm)'.S u(xm, tm) -u(xm, tm)'.S CLE: 瓦

This contradicts (3.3) when c > 0 is taken small enough to satisfy CL豆<μ.The above 

argument also implies that x加 Ymare bounded in股 uniformlyfor all s, m. Hence, by the 

upper semicontinuity of屯 themaximum of <I> can be attained at the limit of a convergent 

subsequence of (x加 Ym,tm), 
Let (ふ砂 E 配 x[T, T) be a maximizer of <I>. Taking a subsequence such that 

はい）→ (x*,x*,t*) for some (x*,t*) E股 x[T,oo) as c→ 0, we have 

u(x*, t*) -v(x*, t*) 2: μ. 

Since u(•, T) ::; v(•, T), we deduce that t* =J T, which implies that f > T when c > 0 is 

sufficiently small. Take 

(x -y)2 a 
仰 x,y, t) = u(x, t) -v(y, t) - -b(t -t)2 -

2s T-t' 
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where we choose b E股 satisfying

゜O<b< 
2T3 

(3.4) 

for our later use. Then it is clear that伽 attainsthe same maximum valueμ0 at (x, f;, i) 
as well. Moreover, any maximizer (x, y, t) of <I>b clearly fulfills that t = t; in other words, 

any maximizer of動 isa maximizer of屯

Hence, setting 

K={(x,y)E配:<I>b(x, Y, り=μc},

we can express the set of maximizers of <I>b as K x {t}. 
Let O <a< min{l, μ0}. We consider 

(x -y)2 
叱(x,y, t) := u(x, t) -v(y, t) —+ ax2 -b(t -i)2 - ゜2c T-t' 

Since <I>b has a maximum attained strictly at a compact subset K x { i} of配 X(T, T) 
and Wa(x, y, t) =叩x,y, t) + aQ(x) with Q bounded, a standard argument [9, Lemma 
2.2.5l yields that叱 (xy,t) attains a local maximum (xa, Ya, ta) E配 x(T, T) close to 
K x t} for all a> 0 small. We therefore can take a convergent subsequence, still indexed 

by a for simplicity, such that (xか Ya,ta)→(xo, Yo, i) as a→ 0 for some (xo, Yo) E K. 
Below we turn back to use (x, fj) instead of (x0, y0) to denote the limit of (xa, Ya) for our 
convemence. 

We next apply the Crandall-Ishii lemma (cf. [7, Theorem 8.3]) for叱 at(xか Ya,ta, Sa) 
to obtain 

伽，Pl,z1) E茫 u(xa,ta), 
-2,-

伽，P2,吟） E P v(ya, ta) 

satisfying 
a 

7/1 -7/2 = 2b(ta -t) + 
(T-ta)2' 

Xa -Ya Xa -Ya 
Pl = -2axa + , P2 = 

E E 

and 

ー ~G 『） :::; (z1~2a _~2) :::; ~(~1~1) , 
Note that (3.5) implies that 

r,1-r,2>0 

due to the requirement on bas given in (3.4). 

By (3.6), we deduce that 

z1 -z2 ::; -2a. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Using the maximality of Wa at (xa, Ya, ta), we now adopt a part of the definition of subso-

lutions and supersolutions to obtain 

By (3.8), we therefore have 

1 
z1 2 --, 

ta 

1 
z2さー・

ta 

1 1 1 
z1~- + z1 ー z2~- -2a < -, 

ta l ta l ta l 

硲~--+吟一釘 ~--+2a > -. 
ta ta ta 

(3.9) 
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It thus follows from the remaining part of definition of sub-and supersolutions that 

T/1さ0::::;T/2 

which is obviously a contradiction to (3. 7). 口

3.2 Large exponent limit 

We first consider the behavior of Ua near space infinity. Since uo E ci漏） n c1,1(賊）， we

may regularize uo to obtain existence of O <入。<1, an open bounded subset I C股 and

two family of functions峠 EC00偉） (a 2> 1) such that 

皿 d

It follows that 

%―:<::: uo :<::: 峠 in恥

1 
sup {Iゅt(x)-uo(x)I + I 心~(x) -uo(x)I} :<::: -

xE艮＼エ a

max{悶PI(以）xxl, S~p I(因）xxl}:::; 入。・

wt(x, t) =心t(x)+入0t, w―(x, t) ='l/J;;(x) —入at

(3.10) 

are respectively a super-and subsolution of (1.1), which by Theorem 2.1 yields that 
囮::::;Ua::::; wt in股 x[O, oo). Therefore, we have 

1 (入。t)°'
ua(x) --- ::::; Ua(x, t)::::; ua(x) +—+ 1 (入。t)°'

a a a a 

for any (x, t) E (賊＼エ） x [T, oo) and thus we obtain the following result. 

Lemma 3.3 (Convergence outside a compact set). Assume that u0 E CJ'1(T). Let Ua 

be the solution of (GP} and Ua be as in (1.6). Let T be given as in (1.5). Then there 

exist an open bounded subset I C 恥 and入。 E(0, 1) such that Ua→ 0 locally uniformly in 

償¥I)x [T, 1/入o)as a→ oo,. 

Our first main result is as follows. 

Theorem 3.4 (Large exponent convergence for the rescaled equation). Assume that u0 E 

C四（股） nc疇） • Let T > 0 be given in (1.5). Let Ua be the unique solution of (PH) and 

Ua be as in (1.6). Let入。 E(0, 1) be given by (3.10). Then Ua→ U locally uniformly in 

股 X[T, 1/入o)as a→ oo, where U is the unique continuous solution of (3.1) and (1.10) 

with O =良 X(T, 1/入o)and F given by (1.11). 

We use the so-called Barles-Pertharne procedure [4] to prove the convergence. Let us 
take the half relaxed limits of Ua in罠 X[T, 1/入。）：

U = limsup* Ua, 
a→OO 

じ=liminf* Ua. 
a→00 

(3.11) 

Proposition 3.5 (Sub-and supersolution properties of relaxed limits). Let T > 0. Assume 
that Ua is a solution of (1.7). Then V and fl_ as in (3.11) are respectively a subsolution 

and a supersolution of (1.9). 
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Proof. We only prove that U is a subsolution. The supersolution part can be proved using 

a symmetric argument. Let O =良 X(7, 1/入。）．
Suppose that there exist (xo, to) E O and¢Eび(0)such that U -¢attains a strict 

maximum at (xo, to). By [9, Lemma 2.2.5], Ua -¢has a local maximum at (xaふ） with 

(xa, ta)→ (xo, to) as a→ oo. Since Ua is a subsolution of (1.7), we have 

c/Jt(Xa, ta)さな―liq呈(xa,ta)l°'-1c/Jxx(Xa, ta)-

It follows that 

liminf (ta年 (xa,ta)) 2:: -1, 
a→OO 

which implies that年 (xo,to)) 2:: ー 1/t。.Moreover, if 

-1/t。さ妬(xo,to) < 1/to, 

then sending a→ oo in (3.12) yields c/Jt(xo, to) :S 0. 

Proposition 3.6 (Verification of initial value). Assume that uo EC  0,1 
b 

(3.12) 

ロ

偉 nc1,1股.Let ）（）  
T > 0. Let Ua be the solution of (PH). Let Ua be as in (1.6). Then U and!}_ in (3.11) 

satisfy 

万(x,T)S:: UQ S:: 旦(x,T) for all x E民．

Proof. In order to show U(・, T) S:: uo in恥 weconstruct supersolutions of (1.1) and (1.7). 

Set 

w(x, t) = ua(x) + L『t for (x,t) E股 x[0, oo) 

皿 d

W(x, t) = Ua(x, T) + !:}(ta -T勺 for(x, t) E股 x[T,oo),

where L。isas in (1.4). 

We claim that wand Ware respectively supersolution of (1.1) and (1.7) for all a> 0. 

To prove this, we may use a standard mollification to approximate Uo with Uo E C00偉）

so that for any 8 > 0, we get 

l(uo)xxl :S: Lo+ 8 in股

when E > 0 is sufficiently small. It is then easily verified that 

研 (x,t) =喝(x)+ t 
(L。+o)°' 

a 

is a supersolution of (1.1). Adopting the standard stability of viscosity solutions, we 

deduce that w is also a supersolution of (1.1) by letting c→ 0 and then o→ 0. The claim 
for W can be analogously proved. 

Moreover, since w (・, 0) = uo in恥 wehave 

Ua::; w in股 x[0, oo) 

for all a> 0 by Theorem 2.1. A similar argument, combined with a comparison result for 

(1. 7), yields that 

Ua::; W in股 X[T, oo). 
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Hence, we can use the condition (1.5) on T to deduce that 

Ua(x, T) = Ua (二） '.Sw (こ） '.Suo(x) + (LoT)"'.S uo(x) + .!_ 
a a a a 

for all x E股 andall a~1, which in turn implies that 

1 L" 
Ua(x, t)'.S W(x, t)'.S uo(x) +—+ _Q_伊 -T勺．

a a 

In view of (1.5) again, letting a→ oo, we end up with 

万(x,T)~uo(x) for all x E股．

We can similarly show that 

じ(x,T)~uo(x) for all x E恥

口

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.4. 

Proof. As shown in Proposition 3.5, the half relaxed limits V and且arerespectively a 

subsolution and a supersolution of (3.1) with O =恥 X (T, 1/入。）. In view of Proposition 
3.6, we have U(・, 0) =じ(・,O)= uo in股．

Since ua(x t) preserves the Lipschitz continuity of uo in x for all t E [O, oo), we easily 
-2 

see that Ua, U and旦areall Lipsch四inspace with the same Lipschitz constant as u0. 

In addition, by Lemma 3.3, we have U = If_ in (JR¥ I) x [T, 1/入。） for some bounded open 
set IC恥

Using Theorem 3.2 with T = 1/入。， weend up with万三旦 in股X [T, 1/入。）. Since by 
definition it is clear that V 2". I!_, this yields that V = If_ in政 X [T, 1/入。）. We thus obtain 

the locally uniform convergence of U a as a→ 00. ロ

We have shown that there exists a unique solution of (3.1) and (1.10) with O = 
股 X(T, 1/入o)-The following is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 and (1.6). 

Theorem 3. 7 (Large exponent convergence for C1,1 initial data). Assume that u0 E 

C四（股）n c1,1(股）. Let T be given by (1.5) and入。 beas in Lemma 3.3. Let Ua be a unique 

solution of (PH). Let U be the unique solution of (3.1) with (1.10) and O =股 X (T, 1/入。）．
Then ua(x, t)→ 四 (x):= U(x, 1) locally uniformly for all (x, t) E罠 x(O,oo) as a→ 00. 

We next show that the limit of Ua above does not depend on the choice of T. 

Proposition 3.8 (Independence of choices of initial time). Assume that u0 E ci,1(股） n 
01,1(股）. LetL。begiven by (1.4). Assume that O <町＜乃く 1/L。.LetOi =罠x(巧， 1/入。）
and let Ui be the unique solution of (3.1) and (1.10) with O = Oi for i = 1, 2. Then 

U1(x, 乃） = U2(x, 乃） for all x E賊.In particular, U1 = U2 in股x[乃， 1/入。）．

Proof. Since町＜乃<1/L。,it is easily seen that 

t l(uo)xxl < 1 a.e. in股 (3.13) 
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for all t E (T1, T2), which is equivalent to saying that 

-1/乃く (uo)xx< l/T2 

holds in良 inthe viscosity sense. It follows that 

U(x, t) = uo(x) (3.14) 

is a solution of (3.1) with O =民 X()  内， T2. As a consequence of the umqueness result 

(Theorem 3.2) and the continuity of U1, we have U1(x, t) = uo(x) for all (x, t) E恥 x

h, 叫.Since U1 and U2 share the same value at t = T2, it is obvious that U1 =応 in

股 x[乃， 1/入。） ．ロ

We finally drop the C1,1 regularity of u。andprove the more general convergence result 

in Theorem 1. 1. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. For a general initial value uo E cf直）， wecan approximate it by 
regularization with the standard mollifier. We may assume that there exist a bounded 

open set I c股anda sequence uo,m E 000償）ncf漏） such that uo,m converges uniformly 

to u0 in IR and 

l(uo,m)xx(x)I≪:: 入 forany x E股＼エ

for some入E(0, 1). Note that for every m > 0, we can obtain a large exponent limit Uoo,m 

corresponding to the solution Ua,m of (PH) with the initial condition uo,m-Moreover, by 

Theorem 2.1, we have 

sup lua,m -Ua,m'I≪:: sup luo,m -uo,m'I 
恥x[O,oo) 政

for all m, m'> 0 and a ;:::: 1, which implies, by letting a→ oo, that 

sup IUoo,m -Uoo,m'I≪:: sup luo,m -uo,m'I• 
JR JR 

In other words U 
. 0,1 ，00 m 1s a Cauchy consequence m Cb (良）. Since U00,m = uo in股＼エ for

all m > 0, we can find a unique limit U00 of Uoo,m in C炉（股）. It is then easy to see that 
ua(x, t)→ 広 (x)locally uniformly in IR x [T,oo) as a→ 00. ロ

Let us finally discuss the large exponent behavior of solution to (PH) when uo is 

Lipschitz and convex in艮

Suppose that uo is smooth, Lipschitz and convex in屈. Recall that U00 = U(・, 1), 
where U is the solution of (3.1) with O =団 X (T,1/入o)and the initial value uo. It turns 

out that U00 satisfies 

-Wxx + l~0 in股 (3.15) 

in the viscosity sense. To see this, suppose that there exist x0 E股 and¢Eび（罠） such 

that U00―¢attains a strict minimum over股 atx0. Then for any /3 > 0 large, 

(x, t)→ U(x, t) -</J(x) + f31t -112 

attains a local minimum at (xか妬） E股 x(0, oo) with (xか妬）→ (xo,1) as /3→ oo. It 
then follows from Definition 3.1 that 

如x(x(3)::; l/t(3, 
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which yields that c/Jxx(xo) ::::; 1 by passing to the limit as /3→ 00. 
In addition, thanks to the convexity of uo, we can show that uo is a stationary subsolu-

tion of (PH), which by Theorem 2.1 implies that ua(x, t)ミuo(x)for all (x, t) E瞑x[0, oo). 

In view of Theorem 3.7, passing to the limit as a→ oo, we deduce that 

U00~uo in恥． (3.16) 

Moreover, we can show that U00 :S W for any supersolution W of (3.15) that satisfies 

W~u0. To prove this, it suffices to show the same result for W that has at most a linear 

growth at space infinity, since one can reduce the value of W to meet this condition. It is 
not difficult to verify that W itself is a supersolution of (3.1) with O =股 X (r, 1/入。） with 

T, >. E (0, 1) depending on the regularity of uo. Then by Theorem 3.2, we get 

U(x, t) :S W(x) for any (x, t) :S股 X(r, 1/入），

which implies that 

U00(x) = U(x, 1) :=; W(x) for any x E良． (3.17) 

Our argument above amounts to saying that U00 is the minimal supersolution of the 

obstacle problem 

min{-Uxx + 1, U -uo} = 0 in恥 (3.18) 

that is, 

U00(x) = inf{U(x): U is a viscosity supersolution of (3.18)}. (3.19) 

For uo that is only Lipschitz and convex without smoothness, we can obtain the same 

result by approximation. This result is consistent with [12, Theorem 8.3]. 
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